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Abstract. In order to foster the use of proof assistance systems, we integrated the
proof assistance system ΩMEGA with the standard scientific text-editor TEXMACS.
We aim at a document-centric approach to formalizing and verifying mathematics
and software. Assisted by the proof assistance system, the author writes her document entirely inside the text-editor in a language she is used to, that is a mixture
of natural language and formulas in LATEX style. We present a basic mechanism
that allows the author to define her own notation inside a document in a natural
way, and use it to parse the formulas written by the author as well as to render the
formulas generated by the proof assistance system. To make this mechanism effectively usable in an interactive and dynamic authoring environment, we extend
it to efficiently accommodate modifications of notations, to track dependencies
to ensure the right order of notations and formulas, to use the hierarchical structure of theories to prevent ambiguities, and to reuse concepts together with their
notation from other documents.

1 Introduction
The vision of a powerful mathematical assistance environment that provides computerbased support for most tasks of a mathematician has stimulated new projects and international research networks in recent years across disciplinary boundaries. Even though
the functionalities and strengths of proof assistance systems are generally not sufficiently developed to attract mathematicians on the edge of research, their capabilities
are often sufficient for applications in e-learning and engineering contexts. However, a
mathematical assistance system that shall be of effective support has to be highly user
oriented. We believe that such a system will only be widely accepted by users if the
communication between human and machine satisfies their needs, in particular only if
the extra time spent on the machine is by far compensated by the system support. One
aspect of the user-friendliness is to integrate formal modeling and reasoning tools with
software that users routinely employ for typical tasks in order to promote the use of
formal logic based techniques.
One standard activity in mathematics and areas that are based on mathematics is
the preparation of documents using some standard text preparation system like LATEX.
TEXMACS [10] is a scientific text-editor in the WYSIWYG paradigm that provides professional type-setting and supports authoring with powerful macro definition facilities
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like those in LATEX. As a first step towards assisting the authoring of mathematical documents, we integrated the proof assistance system ΩMEGA into TEXMACS using the
generic mediator P LATΩ [12]. In this setting the formal content of a document must be
amenable to machine processing, without imposing any restrictions on how the document is structured, on the language used in the document, or on the way the document
can be changed. The P LATΩ system [11] transforms the representation of the formal
content of a document into the representation used in a proof assistance system and
maintains the consistency between both representations throughout the changes made
on either side.
Such an integrated authoring environment should allow the user to write her mathematical documents in the language she is used to, that is a mixture of natural language
and formulas in LATEX style with her own notation. To understand the meaning of the
natural language parts in a mathematical document we currently rely on annotations for
the document structure that must be provided manually by the user. Although it might
still be acceptable for an author to indicate the macro-structures like theories, definitions
and theorems, writing annotated formulas (e.g. “\F{in}{\V{x},\F{cup}{\V{A},
\V{B}}}” instead of “x \in A \cup B”) is definitely not. Aiming at a documentcentric approach to formalizing mathematics, we present a mechanism that allows authors to define their own notation and to use it when writing formulas within the same
document. Furthermore, this mechanism enables the proof assistance system to access
the formal content and use the same notation when presenting formulas to the author.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the annotation language for
documents of the P LATΩ system, in particular for formulas. Inspired by notational definitions in text-books, we then present the means the author should have to define notations. The goal consists of starting from such notations to obtain an abstraction parser
that allows to read formulas using that notation and also a corresponding rendering
parser to render formulas generated by the proof assistance system. Section 3 describes
how the notational definitions can automatically be transformed into grammar rules
defining the abstraction and rendering parsers, which are created by a parser generator
that allows to integrate arbitrary disambiguators. Section 4 presents a basic mechanism
how to accommodate efficiently modifications of the notations. In Section 5 we extend
the basic framework to restrain ambiguities, allow for the redefinition of notations and
use notations defined in other documents. We discuss related works in Section 6 before
concluding in Section 7.
Presentational convention: The work presented in this paper has been realized in
TEXMACS. Although the TEXMACS markup-language is analogous to LATEX-macros, one
needs to get used to it: For instance a macro application like \frac{A}{B} in LATEX becomes <frac|A|B> in TEXMACS-markup. Assuming that most readers are more familiar with LATEX than with TEXMACS, we will use a LATEX-syntax for sake of readability.

2 Towards Dynamic Notation
The P LATΩ system supports users to interact with a proof assistance system from inside the text-editor TEXMACS by offering service menus and by propagating changes
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Element Arguments

\F
\B
\V
\S
\T
\TX
\TF

{name}{\B?, (\F |\V |\S )⋆ }
{\V+ }
{name, (\T |\TX |\TF )?}
{name}
{name}
{(\T |\TX |\TF ), (\T |\TX |\TF ) }
{(\T |\TX |\TF ), (\T |\TX |\TF ) }

Table 1. Grammar of P LAT Ω’s Formula Annotation Language

of the document to the system and vice versa. Mediating between a text-editor and a
proof assistance system requires to extract the formal content of a document, which is
already a challenge in itself if one wants to allow the author to write in natural language
without any restrictions. Therefore we currently use a semantic annotation language to
semantically annotate different parts of a document. The annotations can be nested and
subdivide the text into dependent theories that contain definitions, axioms, theorems and
proofs, which themselves consist of proof steps like for instance subgoal introduction,
assumption or case split. The annotations are a set of macros predefined in a TEXMACS
style file and must be provided manually by the author (see [11] for details). We were
particularly cautious that adding the annotations to a text does not impose any restrictions to the author about how to structure her text. Note that for the communication
with the proof assistance system, also the formulas must be written in a fully annotated
format whose grammar is shown in Tab. 1.
\F{name}{args} represents the application of the function name to the given arguments args. \B{vars} specifies the variables vars that are bound by a quantifier. A
variable name is denoted by \V{name} and may be optionally typed by \V{name,type}.
A type name is represented by \T{name}. Complex types are composed using the function type constructor → represented by \TF{type1,type2}, or the operator × represented by \TX{type1,type2} as syntactic sugar for argument types. Finally, a symbol name is denoted by \S{name}. For instance, the formula x ∈ A ∩ (B ∪C) is represented by the fully annotated form \F{in}{\V{x},\F{cap}{\V{A},F{cup}{\V{B},
V{C}}}} and the quantified formula ∀x. x = x as \F{forall}{\B{\V{x}},\F{=}{
\V{x},\V{x}}}. In many cases type reconstruction allows to dertermine the type of a
variable, and therefore typing variables is optional in our system.
Currently the macro-structures like theories, definitions, theorems, and proof steps
must be annotated manually by the user. However, it is not acceptable to require to write
formulas in fully annotated form. This motivates the need for an abstraction parser that
converts formulas in LATEX syntax into their fully annotated form. Furthermore, we also
need a rendering parser to convert fully annotated formulas obtained from the proof
assistance system into LATEX-formulas and using the user-defined notation. In the future,
we plan on the one hand to combine our approach with techniques in the tradition of
using a mathematical vernacular (e.g. M ATH L ANG [4]) and on the other hand to use
natural language analysis techniques for the semi-automatic annotation of the document
structure, e.g. to automatically detect macro-structures.
The usual software engineering approach would be to write grammars for both directions and integrate the generated parsers into the system. Of course, this method is
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highly efficient but the major drawback is obvious: the user has to maintain the grammar
files together with her documents. In our document-centric philosophy, the only source
of knowledge for the mediator and the proof assistance system should be the document
in the text-editor.
Therefore, instead of maintaining special grammar files for the parser, the idea of
dynamic notation is to start from basic abstraction and rendering grammars for types
and formulas, where only the base type bool, the complex type constructors →, ×
and the logic operators ∀, ∃, λ, ⊤, ⊥, ∧, ∨, ¬, ⇒, ⇔ are predefined. Based on that initial grammar the definitions and notations occurring in the document are analyzed in
order to extend incrementally both grammars for dealing with new symbols, types and
operators. The scope of a notation should thereby respect the visibility of its defining
symbol or type, i.e. the transitive closure of dependent theories. Finally, all formulas
are parsed using their theory specific abstraction parser.
Notations defined by authors are typically not specified as grammar rules. Therefore, we first need a user friendly WYSIWYG method to define notations and to automatically generate grammar rules from it. Looking at standard mathematical textbooks,
one observes sentences like “Let x be an element and A be a set, then we write x ∈ A,
x is element of A, x is in A or A contains x.”. Supporting this format requires the ability
to locally introduce the variables x and A in order to generate grammar rules from a
notation pattern like x ∈ A. Without using a linguistic database, patterns like x is in A
are only supported as pseudo natural language. Beside that, the author should be able
to declare a symbol to be right- or left-associative as well as precedences of symbols.
We introduce the following annotation format to define the operator ∈ and to introduce multiple alternative notations for ∈ as closely as possible to the textbook style.
\begin{definition}{Predicate $\in$}
The predicate \concept{\in}{elem \times set \rightarrow bool}
takes an individual and a set and tells whether that
individual belongs to this set.
\end{definition}

A definition may introduce a new type by \type{name} or a new typed symbol
by \concept{name}{type}. We allow to group symbols to simplify the definition
of precedences and associativity. By writing \group{name} inside the definition of
a symbol, this particular symbol is added to the group name which is automatically
created if it does not exist. Any new concept is first introduced as a prefix symbol. This
can be changed by declaring concept specific notations.
\begin{notation}{Predicate $\in$}
Let \declare{x} be an individual and \declare{A} a set,
then we write \denote{x \in A}, \denote{x is element of A},
\denote{x is in A} or \denote{A contains x}.
\end{notation}

A notation may contain some variables declared by \declare{name} as well as
the patterns written as \denote{pattern}. Furthermore, by writing \left{name} or
\right{name} inside the notation one can specify a symbol or group of symbols to be
left or right associative. Finally, precedences between symbols or groups are defined by
\prec{name1,...,nameN}, which partially orders the precedence of these symbols
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Fig. 1. Annotated TEXMACS document with dynamic notation in text mode

and groups of symbols from low to high. Please note that a notation is related to a
specific definition by refering its name, in our example Predicate $\in$.
Fig. 1 shows how the above example definition and notation appear in a TEXMACS
document. Using a keyboard shortcut the author can easily switch into a so-called “boxmode” that visualizes the semantic annotations contained in the document (cf. Fig. 2,
p.6). The author is free to develop the document in either view.

3 Creating Parsers from User-Defined Notations
We first present how the grammar rules for abstraction and rendering are obtained
from a document and then briefly describe the parser generator that is a slight variant
of standard implementations.
3.1 Obtaining the Grammar Rules
Starting the processing of a semantically annotated document, as for example the document shown in Fig. 1, all surrounding natural language parts in the document are
removed and the abstraction and rendering parsers and scanners are initialized with the
initial grammars for types and formulas. The grammar rules can be divided into rules
for types, symbols and operator applications. The syntax of the rules is
NONTERMINAL ::= (TERMINAL|NONTERMINAL)+ --> PRODUCTION

and is best explained using an example rule:
APPLICATION ::= FORMULA.1 "\wedge" FORMULA.2
--> \F{and}{FORMULA.1, FORMULA.2}
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Fig. 2. Annotated TEXMACS document with dynamic notation in box mode

This is a rule for the non-terminal symbol APPLICATION used for any kind of application of an operator. If it could successfully recognize two chunks of text in the class
of FORMULA and that are separated by "\wedge", it substitutes the obtained results
for FORMULA.1 and FORMULA.2 in \F{and}{FORMULA.1, FORMULA.2} to create the
parsing result.
The goal of processing the document is to produce a set of grammar rules for the
respective grammars from the notational definitions given in the text. A top-down approach, that processes each definition or notation on its own, extending the grammars
and recompiling the parsers before processing the next element, is far too inefficient for
real time usage due to the expensive parser generation process3 . The following procedure tries to minimize the amount of parser generations as much as possible.
scanning

scanning

adding rules

adding terminals

Notations

Definitions
symbols
base types

3

parsing

Document
operators

The parser generator is currently implemented in Scheme to be part of TEXMACS and is not
compiled. This causes, for instance, the parser generation for the example document to take
≈ 1min.
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1. Phase: All definitions are processed sequentially. For each definition the name of
the introduced type or symbol is added to both grammars.
2. Phase: All notations are processed sequentially. For each notation the introduced
patterns are analyzed to generate rules for both grammars.
3. Phase: Abstraction and rendering parsers are rebuilt and all formulas are processed.
Processing Definitions: A definition introduces either a type by \type{name} or a
symbol by \concept{name}{type}. In both cases, the name is added as terminal to
the abstraction scanner (if not yet included). Furthermore, we generate a fresh internal
name which will be the name of the type (or symbol) communicated to the proof assistance system. The reason for that is that name can be in a syntax not accepted by the
proof assistance system. The internal name is alphanumerical and is added to the rendering scanner. Then we extend the abstraction grammar by a production rule for types
(or symbol) that converts name into that internal name and vice-versa for the rendering grammar. Overloading of symbol names is only allowed if their types are different.
Please note that the scanner has always to be rebuilt when a new terminal is added to
the grammar.
Example 1. In the definition of ∈ (p.4) we have the following symbol declaration:
\concept{\in}{elem \times set \to bool}. The name is \in and assume the
internal name being in. These are added to the scanners. Furthermore the following
rules are added to the abstraction and rendering grammars respectively:
– SYMBOL ::= "\in" --> "in" is added to the abstraction grammar
– SYMBOL ::= "in" --> "\in" is added to the rendering grammar
The type information in the symbol declaration is only processed in the third phase
because we first have to collect all type declarations. This also complies with future
extensions towards dependent types. Our system currently supports only simple types.
Processing Notations: A notation defines one or more alternative notations for some
symbol. The author can introduce local variables by \declare{x1}, . . . ,\declare{xN}
and use them in the patterns defining the different notations: \denote{pattern1}, . . . ,
\denote{patternM}.
Example 2. As an example consider our running example from p. 4:
Let \declare{x} be an individual and \declare{A} a set,
then we write \denote{x \in A}, \denote{x is element of A},
\denote{x is in A} or \denote{A contains x}.
We impose that the ordering in which the variables are declared by \declare complies with the domain of the associated operator, i.e. x is the first argument of \in and
A the second.
First of all, the abstraction scanner is locally extended by the terminals for the
local variables x1, . . . , xn. Then each notation pattern is tokenized by the scanner,
that returns a list of terminals including new terminals for unrecognized chunks. For
instance, in our example above the scanner knows the terminals for the local variables x
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and A when tokenizing “x is element of A”. The unknown chunks are is, element
and of, that are added on the fly. This behavior of the scanner is non-standard, but is
an essential feature to efficiently accommodate new notations. More details about the
scanner are presented at the end of this section.
A notation pattern is only accepted if all declared argument variables are recognized
by the scanner, namely all x1, . . . , xn occur in the pattern. For every notation pattern,
the abstraction grammar is extended by a production rule for function application that
converts the notation pattern into the semantic function application with respect to the
argument ordering. To this end we must modify the pattern by replacing the occurrences of the local variables by the non-terminals FORMULA.1 . . . FORMULA.N and add
the abstraction grammar rule
APPLICATION ::= pattern1’ --> \F{f}{FORMULA.1, ..., FORMULA.N}
where pattern1’ is the modified pattern.
For instance, the above pattern [x "is" "element" "of" A] is transformed into
[FORMULA.1 "is" "element" "of" FORMULA.2] and we obtain the following grammar rule:
APPLICATION ::= FORMULA.1 "is" "element" "of" FORMULA.2
--> \F{f}{FORMULA.1, FORMULA.2}
For the rendering grammar we have the choice which pattern to use to render the
terms. We currently just take the first possibility. The rendering grammar is then extended by the production rule
APPLICATION ::= \F{f}{FORMULA.1, FORMULA.2} --> pattern1’
For our running example we get the rendering grammar rule
APPLICATION ::= \F{f}{FORMULA.1, FORMULA.2}
--> FORMULA.1 "is" "element" "of" FORMULA.2
Note that the notation pattern can permute the arguments of the symbol, as would
be the case when using the pattern [A contains x]. All abstraction grammar rules of
a symbol are grouped together in order to support dependency tracking.
Additionally the author can define the symbol name to be left- or right-associative
by \left{name} or \right{name} as well as the precedence of operators by using
\prec{name1},. . . {nameN} where namei is the symbol name given in the definitions.
This declares the relative precedence of these symbols, where namei is lower than
name(i+1).
Processing Formulas: The generated abstraction parser is finally used to parse the type
information in symbol declarations and all formulas. The parser returns the fully annotated version of the types and formulas and also the list of grammar rules used. These
rules are stored along with the type or formula and can serve to detect dependencies between definitions, notations and formulas. When the abstraction parsing process returns
more than one possible reading, the author must advise which possibility is retained.
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How these situations can be reduced to a minimum is discussed in the next Section and
in Section 5.
The rendering parser is used to convert fully annotated formulas generated by the
proof assistance system into LATEX formulas for the text-editor. Again the grammar rules
used are saved to allow for tracking the dependencies.
The Modified Scanner. The presented procedure to analyze the patterns in notational
definitions makes extensive use of a modified scanner algorithm that returns all tokens
including unknown chunks. The scanner has been implemented such that it guarantees
the tokenizing of the longest possible prefixes. A hard wired scanner couldn’t be used
because the alphabet of the language is unknown. By using the standard scanner generation algorithm described in [14] a deterministic finite automaton is directly generated
out of the given grammar without generating a non-deterministic finite automaton. Furthermore, the scanner can be built and used independently of the parser. Due to the
small size of the automaton, the generation of a scanner is relatively fast with respect to
grammar extensions.

3.2 Generating the Abstraction and Rendering Parsers
In this section we describe the parser generator used to create the abstraction and rendering parser from the collected grammar rules. The main features are that it returns all
possible readings that are due to ambiguities in the grammar and returns for each reading the list of grammar rules used. In order to eliminate possible but incorrect readings
as early as possible, an external function can be specified that is called at runtime to
eliminate ambiguities.
The LALR parsers are generated using well-known algorithms [13,14] together with
the usual action- and goto-tables. Since we don’t restrict our input grammar too much,
i.e. we allow also non-LALR grammars, we have to disambiguate the input grammar
and provide a handling for non resolvable ambiguities. The disambiguation of the grammar is performed using standard methods from the BISON system4 . In case there are still
ambiguities remaining in the grammar, the parser allows to define an external callback
function that is used at runtime to rule out possible readings that result from ambiguities.
Thus it is possible to integrate a so-called “refiner” [3], which uses type reconstruction
to filter the well-typed readings from all alternatives. Furthermore, since we are in an
interactive setting, we could ask the user to resolve the remaining ambiguities in contrast to situations where there is no possibility of user feedback. However, that has still
to be implemented in the P LATΩ system. If no external callback is defined, the parser
splits itself by default into multiple subparsers, such that all possible readings are returned at the end. It has to be mentioned that the runtime of a splitted parser increases
exponentially if the ambiguities are not completely removed. Since the formulas that
need to be parsed in practice are usually not too large, we don’t think this really poses
a problem.
4

http://www.gnu.org/software/bison/
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Fig. 3. Modified TEXMACS document with dynamic notation in text mode

4 Management of Change for Notations
The abstraction parser constructed so far is for one version of the document. When the
author continues to edit the document, it may be modified in arbitrary ways, including
the change of existing definitions and notations. Before the modified semantic content
of the document is uploaded into the proof assistance system, we need to recompute the
parsers and parse the formulas in the document. Always starting from scratch following
the procedure described in the previous sections is not efficient and may jeopardize the
acceptance by the author of the system if that process takes too long. Therefore there is
a need for management of change for the notational parts of a document and those parts
that depend on them. The management of change task has two aspects:
1. First, we must determine any modifications in the notational parts.
2. Second, we must adjust only those parts of the grammar that are affected by the
determined modifications, adjust the parsers accordingly and then re-parse the formulas of the document.

Determining changes: Using the procedure from Section 3, we re-process all definitions and notations of the document and obtain a new set of grammar rules for each
defined symbol. By caching these sets of rules for each symbols, we can determine how
the grammar has changed using a differencing mechanism.
Adjusting the scanner and the parser: If the modification of the grammar is nonmonotonic, i.e. some rules have been removed or changed, we currently have to recompute the whole scanner and the parser from scratch using the procedure from Section 3.2. This is for instance the case if we change a notation for some symbol, e.g. if
we replaced “A ⊂ B” by “B ⊃ A”, but not if we add an additional alternative notation
for a symbol, like allowing “A is subset of B” in addition to “A ⊂ B” as shown in Fig. 3.
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If the grammar is simply extended, we can optimize the creation of the new parser
(recreating the scanner is fast anyway and there is no need to optimize that). In this case
we can reuse our previous parser and extend it using a variant of the standard parser
generation algorithm (cf. [13], p. 138ff.): Aside from the action- and goto-tables on
which the parser operates, we also have access to the states of the automaton. Storing
these data is expensive but enables the extension of the automaton. We first compute
the closure of the start-state and then apply the standard algorithm with the states of the
previous automaton. The computation of the algorithm produces either already existing
states, modifications of existing states or completely new states. Using the identifier
of a state and the entries in the goto-tables we determine if we have to create a new
state or only modify an existing state. In case we have an existing, unmodified state,
the algorithm returns immediately. Otherwise, we have to re-compute the automaton
for the changed/new state. If an existing state is changed, then we must reuse the same
identifier as before for the entries in the goto-tables, in order to guarantee the soundness
of the transitions for those states that did not change.
Example 3. In our running example we add an additional alternative notation for the
symbol ⊂, i.e. we allow the notation “A is subset of B” in addition to “A ⊂ B”. Assuming the internal name for this symbol is subset, the following rule is added to the
abstraction grammar:
APPLICATION ::= FORMULA.1 ‘‘is’’ ‘‘subset’’ ‘‘of’’ FORMULA.2
--> \F{subset}{FORMULA.1, FORMULA.2}
Re-parsing and re-rendering of formulas: Once the parser has been adjusted we need
to re-parse those formulas the author has written or changed manually, e.g. the formula
∀U,V. (U is subset o f V ) ⇔ (∀x. (x is in U) ⇒ (V contains x)) in the axiom of Fig. 3.
Furthermore, we have to re-render those formulas that were generated by the proof
assistance system. To this end we store the following information on formulas in the
document: for each formula we have a flag indicating if it was generated by the proof
assistance system, the corresponding fully annotated formula, and the set of grammar
rules that were used for parsing or rendering that formula:
– If the formula was written by the author, the associated fully annotated formula and
the grammar rules are the result of the abstraction parser.
– If a formula was generated by the proof assistance system, that formula is the result
of rendering the fully annotated formula obtained from the proof assistance system.
The stored grammar rules are those returned by the rendering parser.
Note that we do not prevent the author to edit a generated formula. As soon as the author
edits such a formula, the flag attached to the formula is toggled to “user” and the cached
fully annotated version and grammar rules are replaced during the next abstraction
parsing of the formula.
The stored information is used to optimize the next parsing or rendering pass over
the document: A formula is only parsed from scratch if at least one of the grammar rules
used has been modified or deleted, or if either the user or the proof assistance system
has changed the formula or the fully annotated formula.
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This provides the basic mechanism that allows the author to define in a document
her own notation that is used to extract the formal semantics, and that efficiently deals
with modifications of the notation.

5 Ambiguities, Dependencies and Libraries
In order to enable a document-centric approach for formalizing mathematics and software, the added-values offered by the authoring environment must outweigh the additional burden imposed to the author compared to the amount of work for a non-assisted
preparation of a document. In the following we present techniques to reduce the burden
for the author by exploiting the theory structure contained in a document to reduce the
ambiguities the author would have to deal with and also support the redefinition of notations. With respect to added-values, we provide checks if a notation is used before it
has been introduced in a document and, most importantly, how we support an author to
build on formalizations contained in other documents.
Ambiguities: The abstraction parser returns all possible readings and during the parsing
process can try to make use of type-checking provided by the proof assistance system
to eliminate possible readings that are not type-correct. It requires to provide typeinformation that depends on the context in which a formula is parsed, but even then
it will require some amount of automated type-reconstruction. Therefore, there may
always be situations in which we obtain more than one parsing result which requires the
user to inspect the different possibilities and select the right one by menu interaction in
the text-editor.
The logical context of a formula is determined by the theory it occurs in: The different parts of a document must be assigned to specific theories. New theories can be
defined inside a document and build on top of other theories. The notion of theory is
that of OMD OC [5] respectively development graphs [6]. One way to resolve an arising
ambiguity is to provide the context of a formula to the refiner. The other possibility consists of having different parsers for different theories, hence avoiding some ambiguities
that would arise when sticking to have a single parser.
Example 4. Consider a theory of the integers with multiplication with the notation
“x × y” and a completely unrelated theory about sets and Cartesian products with the
same notation. This typically is a source of ambiguities that would require the use of
type information to resolve the issue. Note that standard parser generators would not
support the definition of two grammar rules that have the same pattern but different
productions as would be necessary in this case. Using different parsers for different
theories completely avoids that problem. However, when theories with overloaded notations are imported by another theory, e.g. a theory of Cartesian products of sets of
integers, ambiguities may only be resolved using type information or user interaction.
From these observations we decided to not have a single parser for a whole document, but to exploit the theory structure contained in the document and allow for one
parser for each theory. This entails that if we have a theory T that is included into two
independent theories T1 and T2 , then there is a parser for all three of them. Note that we
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could only have parsers for T1 and T2 and use either one when parsing a formula in the
theory T . On the one hand, this would be more efficient for changes because we need
only to maintain the parsers for T1 and T2 , but on the other hand this would prevent the
user to redefine in the context of say T1 the notation for some symbol inherited from T ,
which is something quite common (and discussed in the next paragraph). Nevertheless,
the drawback of our approach is that if some notation inside T is changed or added, all
three dependent parsers must be adjusted rather than only two.
In that structured theory approach for parsers, the grammar of a parser for some
theory consists of all rules obtained from notations for each symbol that is imported
in that theory. The management of change mechanism from Section 4 is adapted in a
straight-forward manner.
Redefining Notations. When importing a theory, we want to reuse the formal content,
but possibly adapt the notation used to write formulas. This occurs less frequently inside
a single document, but occurs very often when using a theory formalized in a different
document. Since we linked the parsing (and hence the rendering) to the individual theories, we allow to redefine notations for symbols inherited from other theories. The
grammar rules for a parser are determined by including for each imported symbol that
notation that is closest in the import hierarchy of theories. If there are two such theories5 , a conflict is raised and the author aksed for advise which notation to use.
Dependencies. A parser and the associated renderer are attached to a theory and each
position in the document belongs to a theory. Therefore, it is possible that within a specific theory, a formula uses the notation of some symbol although the definition of that
notation only occurs afterwards in the document. We notice such situations by comparing the position in the document where grammar rules are defined and where they have
been used to parse a formula. If we determine such a situation, we notify the author.
The same problem can occur when rendering a formula: If the proof assistance system
generates a formula with some concept c at a position that precedes the definition of the
notation for c (but still in the same theory), the renderer uses the grammar rules before
they are actually defined in the document. Sometimes the proof assistance system has
no choice about where that formula is included: for instance if some proof steps are
inserted into an existing partial proof that occurs before the definition of the notation.
In other situations, for instance if the proof assistance system has used an automated
theory exploration system6 to derive new properties, we could try to determine an appropriate insertion position for these lemmas by inspecting the grammar rules used for
rendering. However, our impression is that most authors would be upset if their document is rearranged automatically. Therefore we prefer to leave it to the user to move the
text parts including surrounding descriptions into the appropriate places.
Note that another, much simpler dependency is that between the definition of a
concept and the definition of its notation, that should not occur before the definition in
the text. In that case we also simply notify the author.
5
6

The theories can form an acyclic graph which may lead to a Nixon diamond scenario when
determining grammar rules.
For instance, M ATHS A I D [9] is connected to ΩMEGA.
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Libraries. A library mechanism is the key prerequisite to support the development of
large structured theories. We carry over that concept to the document-centric approach
we are aiming at by extending the citation mechanism that is commonly used in documents. P LATΩ provides a macro to cite a document semantically, i.e. it will not only be
included in the normal bibliography of the document, but the formalized content of the
document is included. Currently, the document must be present in the file system and
is included when the macro is evaluated and the process is recursive. Aside from the
extracted formalizations that are sent to the proof assistance system to setup the background for the current document, we extract the notations contained in that document.
Importing a theory defined in a semantically cited document into a theory of our current
document, allows to determine the set of grammar rules using the same mechanism as
described above for structured theories. Furthermore, since we allow the redefinition
of notations, the author can redefine the notation for the concepts imported from cited
documents, in order to adapt it to her preferences.

6 Related Work
Supporting specific mathematical notations is a major concern in all proof assistance
systems. Wrt. to supporting the definition of new notations that are used for typesetting, the systems I SABELLE [7] and M ATITA [2] are closest. I SABELLE comes with
type-setting facilities of formulas and proofs for LATEX and supports the declaration of
the notation for symbols as prefix, infix, postfix and mixfix. Furthermore, it allows the
definition of translations which are close to our style of defining notations. The main
differences are: the notations are not defined in the LATEX document but have to be
provided in the input files of I SABELLE. Due to the batch processing paradigm of I S ABELLE , there are no mechanisms to efficiently deal with modifications of the notation,
which is crucial in our interactive authoring environment.
In the context of M ATITA Padovani and Zacchiroli also proposed a mechanism of
abstraction and rendering parsers [8] that are created from notational equations which
are comparable to the grammar rules we generate from the notational definitions. Their
mechanism is mainly devoted to obtain MathML representations [1] where a major
concern also is to maintain links between the objects in MathML to the internal objects.
Similar to I SABELLE, the notations must be provided in input files of M ATITA that are
separate from the actual document. Also, they do not consider the effect of changing
the notations and to efficiently adjust the parsers.

7 Conclusion
In order to enable a document-centric approach for formalizing mathematics and software, the added-values offered in an assisted authoring environment must outweigh the
additional burden imposed to the author compared to the amount of work for a nonassisted preparation of a document. One step in that direction is to give the freedom to
define and use her own notation inside a document back to the author. In this paper we
presented a mechanism that enables the author to define her own notation in a natural
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way in the text-editor TEXMACS while being able to get support from the proof assistance system, such as type checking, proof checking, interactive and automatic proving,
and automatic theory exploration. The notations are used to parse formulas written by
the user in the LATEX-style she is used to, as well as to render the formulas produced by
the proof assistance system. Ambiguities are reduced by allowing one parser for each
defined theory in the document and by integrating type-checking to resolve remaining
ambiguities during the parsing process. The structure of theories also form the basis
to include formalizations and notations defined in other documents. Finally, we developed maintenance techniques to accommodate the interactive and dynamic process of
preparing a document by simultaneously reducing the amount of work for the user. Future work will consist of supporting LATEX-documents and using OMD OC to exchange
the formalized content and notations contained in documents of different formats.
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